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1. INTR~~LI~TION 
Let G be a finite group. Let Z(G) be the centre of G. Define the subgroups 
Z,(G) of G by Z,(G) = Z(G) and Zi+,(G)/Z,(G) = Z(G/Z,(G)) for i> 1. 
Then the subgroup H(G) = U, Z,(G) is called the hypercentre of G. A 
subgroup A of G is said to be hypercentrul in G if A is contained in H(G). 
The object of the note is to prove the following result. 
1.1. THEOREM. Let G be a finite group. Let A be a nilpotent subgroup of 
G. Suppose that A has odd order and that A is hypercentral in every soluble 
subgroup of G which contains A. Then A is hypercentral in G. 
A special case of Theorem 1.1 where A is an Abelian p-subgroup for an 
odd prime p was proved in [5], where some applications were also given. 
The notation is that of [3]. Thus if H is a subgroup of a group G, we write 
H ,< G; if H < G and H # G, we write H < G. For a non-empty subset K of 
G we denote by (KI the order of K and by (K) the subgroup of G generated 
by K. The centralizer and normalizer of K in G are denoted by C,(K) and 
N,(K), respectively. For any subgroup A of G, K(A) denotes the set of 
distinct prime divisors of ] A I. 
Let p be a prime. We denote by OP(G) the subgroup of G generated by all 
the elements of G which have order prime to p. If A is a subgroup of G and p 
is a prime dividing IA I, then A, denotes a Sylow p-subgroup of A. If A is 
nilpotent, the complement of A, in A is denoted by A,, . 
2. HYPERCENTRAL SUBGROUPS 
It follows from the definitions that the hypercentre H(G) and all hyper- 
central subgroups of G are nilpotent. Also, H(G) is a characteristic subgroup 
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of G. Besides these basic facts we shall need the following properties of 
hypercentral subgroups. 
2.1. Let G be a finite group. Let A be a subgroup of G. Then A is hyper- 
central in G tf and only tfxy = yx for every element x of A and every element 
y of G which have relatively prime orders. 
For a proof, see [ 1, Theorem l(ii), p. 381. 
2.2. Let G be a finite group. Let A be a hypercentral subgroup of G. 
Then A normalizes every Sylow subgroup of G. 
This follows easily from 2.1. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
The following results of Wielandt and Glauberman will be needed in the 
proof. 
3.1 (Wielandt [6, p. 2001). Let G be aftnite group. Let A be a subgroup 
of G. Suppose that A is not subnormal in G but is subnormal in every proper 
subgroup of G which contains A. Then A is contained in a unique maximal 
subgroup of G. 
Let p be a prime and let S be a p-group. Then the subgroup of S generated 
by all the Abelian subgroups of S which have the largest order is denoted by 
J(S). 
3.2 (Glauberman [2, Corollary 4, p. 151). Let G be aftnite group. Let p 
be an odd prime and let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Suppose that W is a 
subgroup of S n Z(N,(J(S))). Then 
Proof of the theorem. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the 
theorem. Then 1 #A < G and the following conditions hold: 
(a) A is hypercentral in every proper subgroup of G which contains A. 
This follows from the minimality of G. 
(b) G has no non-trivial soluble normal subgroups. This can be 
proved in the same way as (b) in [5, p. 491. 
(c) A is contained in the unique maximal subgroup M of G. 
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Let L be any proper subgroup of G containing A. By (a), A < H(L). As a 
subgroup of a nilpotent normal subgroup of L, A is subnormal in L. Thus A 
is subnormal in every proper subgroup of G which contains A. But A is not 
subnormal in G. For if it were, its normal closure (A g] g E G) would be a 
non-trivial nilpotent normal subgroup of G and we would have a 
contradiction to (b). It now follows from 3.1 that A is contained in a unique 
maximal subgroup of G. We denote this unique maximal subgroup by M and 
keep this notation throughout he rest of the proof. 
(d) M is a Hall subgroup of G. 
Let q be a prime dividing ]MJ and let S, be a Sylow q-subgroup of M. Let 
Tq be a Sylow q-subgroup of G containing S,. Since, by (a), A is hyper- 
central in M, it follows from 2.2 that A (N&S,). Thus 
By (b) and (c), we get ZVq(SJ (M, whence NTP(SQ) (M. This is possible 
only if Tq = S,. Hence M is a Hall subgroup of G. 
(e) G = AK for any normal subgroup K # 1 of G. 
Suppose that AK < G for some normal subgroup K # 1 of G. Let q be a 
prime dividing ]K]. Let A, be a Sylow q-subgroup of A. (Choose A, = 1 if q 
is prime to ]A 1.) Let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of AK containing A, and let 
Q, = Q n K. Then Q, is a Sylow q-subgroup of K. Also, Q, is normal in Q. 
Thus A, Q NJQi). Let A,, be the complement of A, in A. By (a), A is hyper- 
central in AK. By 2.1, A,, centralizes Q,. Hence A = A,A,, <NG(Q,), so 
that Nq(QJ < M by (b) and (c). Now, by (c), we have also AK (hf. Hence 
KN,(Q,) < M. But Q, is a Sylow q-subgroup of K, which is normal in G. By 
the Frattini argument, we obtain ZUVJQ,) = G. Thus M= G. This 
contradiction shows that G = AK for any normal subgroup K + 1 of G. 
(f) Let p be a prime dividing ] A ] and let S, be a Sylow p-subgroup of 
M. Then S, n Z(N,(J(S,))) > S, n Z(M) # 1. 
We first show that ZV&(S,)) GM. As a characteristic subgroup of S,, 
J(S,) is normal in N&S’& so that N&S,) < N,(J(S,)). By 2.2, A normalizes 
every Sylow subgroup of M. Hence A < N,(S,) < N,(J(S,)). It then follows 
from (b) and (c) that N,(J(S,)) <M. 
Now it follows easily from A <H(M) that S, nZ(M) # 1. (See, for 
example, [5, p. 481.) Clearly Z(M) < iV,(J(S,)). Hence Z(M) < 
-W,(J(s,))), so that 
s, n z(4-(4sp))) a sp n z(M) f 1. 
(g) Op(M) = Mn OP(G) for every prime p dividing IA I. 
Let W = S, n Z(M). By (f), W # 1. Since C,(w) > M, it follows from (b) 
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that C,(W) = M. Since W is a subgroup of S, (7 Z(N,(J(S,))), it follows 
from 3.2 that 
Op(M) = Op(C,(W)) = C,(W) n OP(G) = M n OP(G). 
(h) G =,40’(G) for every prime r. 
In view of (e) we need only note that O’(G) # 1 for every prime r, for 
otherwise G would be an r-group, contrary to our choice of G. 
(i) M = AOP(G) for every prime p dividing ]A ]. 
By (h) and (g), we have 
M=MnG=MnAOP(G)=A(MnOp(G))=AOP(M). 
ci) Let X= flpantAb Op(M). Then M = AX. 
If A is a p-group, (j) is the same as (i). So we assume that n(A) contains 
at least two primes. Let p and q be two primes in z(A). By (i), M = AOq(M). 
Since A = A,A,, and A,, < Oq(M), M = AOq(M) can also be written as 
M = AqOq(M). Then we have 
M = AOP(M) nAOq(M) 
= A(OP(M) A AOq(M)) 
=A(Op(M)nAqOq(M)) 
= A [Aq(OP(M) n Oq(M))l 
= A(Op(M) n Oq(M)). 
Clearly this argument can be repeated if K(A) contains more than two 
primes. Hence A4 = AX. 
(k) Let Y= r)penw OP(G). Then G = AY. 
This follows from (h) and the argument in (j). 
(1) A < M. 
Suppose that A = M. Then, for every prime p E z(A), we have 
A n OP(G) = M n OP(G) = Op(M) = Op(A) = A,,, 
so that 
ApnY~ApnOP(G)=Apn(AnOP(G))=ApnAp,= 1. 
Hence A n Y = 1. This together with the fact that M is a Hall subgroup of G 
shows that A and Y have relatively prime orders. 
Let r be a prime dividing ] Y]. Then A normalizes a Sylow r-subgroup of 
Y, R say. (See, for example, [3, p. 2241.) Then AR is a subgroup of G. Since 
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AR is soluble, it is a proper subgroup of G. By (c), we have AR <M = A. 
This is not possible because R # 1 and A n R = 1. Hence we must have 
A <M. 
(m) MnY=x. 
This is an immediate consequence of (g). 
(n) X < Y. 
This follows from (i) and (k). 
(0) XnF= 1 for every gE Y-X. 
Suppose that Xn X8 # 1 for some g E Y-X. Let h be a non-identity 
element of X n Xg. Then h E OP(M) for every p E w(A). By 2.1,./r centralizes 
A, for every p E z(A). Hence h centralizes A. Similarly, h centralizes Ag. 
Therefore, C,(h) > (A, A “). By (c), C,(h) < M, whence we get A g < M or 
A < Mg-‘. By (c) again, MB-’ GM. Hence Mg = M. But then 
g E N,(M) = M and so g E M n Y = X by (m). This contradicts our choice 
ofg. Hence XnXg= 1 for every gE Y-X. 
(p) G does not exist. 
It follows from (0) that Y is a Frobenius group with complement X. Let F 
be the Frobenius kernel. Then Y = XF and X n F = 1. (See, for example, 
[4, p. 4951.) As a characteristic subgroup of the normal subgroup Y of G, F 
is normal in G. Since X is a proper subgroup of Y by (n), we have F # 1. It 
then follows from (d) that G = AF. 
Consider the subgroup M n F. By (m), we have M n F < X. It follows 
from XnF= 1 that MnF= 1. But then we have 
M=MnG=MnAF=A(MnF)=A, 
contrary to (1). This final contradiction shows that the minimal counterex- 
ample cannot exist and completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. In Theorem 1.1 we cannot omit the condition that A has odd 
order unless we impose some additional condition on G. See [5, pp. M-551 
for related results and counterexamples. 
As an application of our theorem we have the following result. 
3.3. Let H be a finite group. Let p be an odd prime and let A be a p- 
group of automorphisms of H. Suppose that A acts trivially on Op(B) for 
every A-invariant soluble subgroup B of H. Then A acts trivially on OP(H). 
Proof: Let G be the semi-direct product HA. Then the result follows from 
Theorem 1.1 and 2.1. 
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